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LitLibs! 
Literary Libs Instructions 

 
Get your own unique (and hilarious!) take on a work of classic literature with LitLibs! 

 
**IMPORTANT: DO NOT LOOK AT PAGE 2 UNTIL YOU’VE FOLLOWED ALL INSTRUCTIONS  

(it ruins the fun!)** 
 
Two ways to play: 
As an Individual 

1) Do NOT look at page 2 before you’ve completed the following steps! 
2) Fill in the blanks on page 1 with the types of words provided 
3) Copy the words into the corresponding blanks on page 2 
4) Read and enjoy! 

 
As a Group 

1) Choose 1 person to be the scribe for the group. The scribe may look at page 2 but should not 
give any hints about what the story is. 

2) The scribe asks each of the members of the group to provide the type of word for each blank 
on page 2 and writes it in the blanks. Group members can provide words by taking turns in an 
orderly manner or popcorn-style if desired. 

3) Read aloud and enjoy! 
 

Story Topic: Hero 
 

1. Article of clothing_________________ 

2. Participant(s)’ Name(s):____________ 

3. Adjective_______________________ 

4. Noun__________________________ 

5. Adjective_______________________ 

6. Ordinal Number__________________ 

7. Plural Noun_____________________ 

8. Adjective_______________________ 

9. Article of clothing_________________ 

10. Verb___________________________ 

11. Type of Bird_____________________ 

12. Noun__________________________ 

13. Plural Noun_____________________ 

14. Number________________________ 

15. Past Tense Verb_________________ 

16. Adverb________________________ 

17. Past Tense Verb_________________ 

18. Noun__________________________ 

19. Adjective_______________________ 

20. Noun__________________________ 

21. Animal_________________________ 

22. Beverage_______________________ 

23. Plural Noun_____________________ 

24. Noun__________________________ 

25. Adjective_______________________ 

26. Noun__________________________ 
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The Merry Adventures of Robin 1 (article of clothing)     

By Howard Pyle and 2 (Participant Name)______________________________________ 

 

In 3 (adjective)   ___ England in the time of 4 (noun)  _____ ____, 

when  5 (adjective)   King Henry the 6 (ordinal number) _____  ruled the land, 

there lived within the green 7 (plural noun)  ______   of Sherwood Forest, near 

Nottingham Town, a/an 8 (adjective)    outlaw whose name was Robin  

9 (article of clothing)   . No archer ever lived that could 10 (verb)    

a gray 11 (bird)    shaft with such skill and 12 (noun)        as his, 

nor were there ever such 13 (plural noun)    as the 14 (number)            merry 

men that 15 (past tense verb)    with him through the greenwood shades. 

Right 16 (adverb)   they 17 (past tense verb)    within the depths of 

Sherwood Forest, suffering neither care nor 18 (noun)   , but passing 

the time in 19 (adjective)    games of archery or bouts of 20 (noun)    

play, living upon the King's 21 (animal)   , washed down with draughts of 

22 (beverage)___________ of October brewing.  

Not only Robin himself but all the 23 (plural noun)    were outlaws and 

dwelled apart from other 24 (noun)    , yet they were beloved by the 

country people round about, for no one ever came to 25 (adjective)    

Robin for help in time of need and went away again with an empty  

26 (noun)    .  
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